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ABSTRACT 

A co'ngestion control technique for international 
packet swi tche,d networks, which strengthens 
packet flow restrictions to virtual calls in a 
congested outgoing route in a switch gradually, 
is proposed. Basic traffic characteristics of 
the system under the proposed congestion control 
are analyzed theoretically. A simple queueing 
model is developed and state probabilities of 
the system under the congestion control are ob
tained analytically. Using the probabilities, 
equations to evaluate the performance of the 
congestion control such as throughputs and buf
fer overflow probabilities are derived. Several 
numerical examples are obtained and which show 
the effectiveness of the proposed congestion 
control technique. Packet flow restrictions can 
be strengthened from virtual calls with low pri
orities first. By making the number of virtual 
calls which are controlled simultaneously small, 
the frequency of repetitions between the activa
tions and terminations of the controls becomes 
low. This is preferable from decreasing the 
amount of processing loads. A mechanism for 
realizing the proposed technique is also dis
cussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In packet switched networks no physical circuits 
are established between communicating data 
terminals, and network resources such as buffers 
in switches and transmission links are shared 
dynamically among all the calls which use a net
work simultaneously. Hence packet s\.,i tched net
works generally have excellent traffic handling 
capabilities compared with conventional circuit 
switched networks. On the other hand, they are 
very sensitive to traffic overloads, however, 
traffic characteristics change drastically 
according to load variations. Congestions ~hich 
are generated locally in a network usually ex
pand to large part of the network. The influ
ence of network congestions appearing as in
creases of packet transmission delays and 
decreases of throughputs, ne'twork congestions 
lead directly to degradations of communication 
qualities of the calls already in connection. 
Therefore, in order to maintain high quality of 
communication services in packet switched net
works, various kinds of traffic controls are 
necessary to be performed at all the switches in 
the networks. 

Traffic control techniques are very important 
subjects, therefore, in operating and adminis
trating packet switched networks. They are also 
a very interesting field of study academically, 
and a lot of research activities (I) , (2) ,(3) ,(4) 
are being done on the subject lately. Host of 
the researches, however, are on the networks in 
which the way of packet handling is datagram
type. There are only few studies dealing with 
the networks in which virtual circuits are 
establiEhed throughout the networks before 
actual communications take place, such as inter
national packet switched networks. 
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This paper presents a congestion control techni
que for international gateway switches. Packet 
queue lengths for individual outgoing routes in 
a switch are observed constantly, and packet 
flows through virtual calls connected to a con
gested outgoing route are restricted gradually 
depending upon the queue length to the congested 
outgoing route. Traffic characteristics are 
analyzed theoretically and several problems in 
realization of the technique are also disc~ssed. 

2. TRAFFIC CONTROLS AT INTERNATIONAL GATEWAY 
SWITCHES 

As for the protocol between gateway switches, it 
is agreed internationally to adopt CCITT X.7S. 
X.7S is a virtual call protocol, and it is 
necessary to establish a virtual circuit between 
communicating data terminals before actual data 
transmissions take place. All the packets be
longing to a call are transmitted via the same 
path through international packet switched net
works. 

Traffic controls in such networks generally con
sist of the following four individual controls: 

- Call blocking control; 
- Routing control; 
- .Flow control; 
- Congestion control. 

Call blocking controls and routing controls are 
concerned with establishing virtual circuits, 
while flow controls and congestion controls with 
packet flows through the established virtual 
circui ts. 

Call blocking controls are to prevent congestion 
conditions from getting worse by rejecting new 
calls to establish. Routing controls are to 
improve the traffic handling efficiency of the 
whole network by establishing new virtual cir
cuits avoiding congested parts of the networks. 
For these controls, techniques established for 
circuit switched networks can be applied.(S) 

In protocol X.7S, a link-by-link flow control by 
window mechanism is specified. At each gateway 
switch, window sizes are given to all the virtu
al calls considering data transmission rate of 
communicating data terminals and transmission 
delays between neighboring switches. Generally, 
window sizes are determined so as to enable 
smooth dat'a transmissions from sending to re
ceiving terminals, and they do not have direct 
correspondence between the amount of buffers the 
virtual calls use. Taking into account bursty 
nature and directionality of flow patterns of 
data traffic, a considerably large number of 
virtual calls are established on each physical 
link compared with its data transmission capaci
ty. Hence it is quite inappropriate from the 
standpoint of efficient buffer utilization that 
each virtual call is assigned fixed amount of 
buffers which is equal to the win,dow size, and 
generally the whole buffers in switches are 
shared dynamically among all the virtual calls. 
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We can save a lot of buffers with this sharing. 
Under overload situations, however, throughput 
degradations occur because of the lack of buf
fers. It is necessary, therefore, to implement 
some congestion control mechanisms in order to 
cope with overload situations quickly and improve 
the traffic characteristics under congestion 
conditions. 

There are two major types in the patterns of 
causing congestion conditions. The first is the 
congestions caused by simultaneous packet flows 
through a lot of virtual calls, each of them be
'ing free from flow controls. The second is the 
congestions caused by several virtual calls to 
which flow controls are effected. Because of 
link-by-link window controls, the packets which 
belong to such virtual calls stay in the switch 
occupying buffers which can be as large as the 
window sizes given to the virtual calls. This 
leads to the decrease in the number of buffers 
available to the virtual calls which are not 
flow controlled, eventually causing throughput 
degradations. 

There is a possibility that the second type of 
congestions is frequently caused when there are 
many communications in the network which are 
continuous transmission of large amount of data 
from high speed hosts to low speed data termi
nals. For the following reasons, however, the 
first type can be considered to be the major 
pattern of congestions: 

- High speed hosts will probably establish 
several virtual calls between low speed 
data terminals simultaneously; 

- Usually only small window sizes which cor
respond to data transmission rates of low 
speed data terminals are given to such 
virtual calls'; 

- Generally, high speed hosts are notified 
of the data transmission rates of low speed 
data terminals at call establishment phase 
by throughput class indications which will 
be offered by networks. Therefore, hosts 
will control their packet transmissions on 
end-to-end basis. 

In this paper, we will consider only the first 
type of congestions. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED CONGESTION 
CONTROL TECHNIQUE 

A queueing model of an international gateway 
swi tch is shown in Fig. 1. The number of routes 
accommodated in the switch is R and route n (n = 
1 ~ R) consists of Sn physical links. The size 
of the buffers in the switch is M. Let the 
number of packets waiting to be transmitted to 
outgoing route n including the ones in transmis
sion be denoted in. The proposed congestion 
control consists of two stages of' packet flow 
restrictions. Two thresholds, tn and In, are 
necessary to be set to the queue length for out
going route n for the controls. All the queue 
lengths to individual outgoing routes are 
observed in the switch. When queue length in 
exceeds threshold t n , ·the first stage control is 
activated. Control packets are transmitted to 
the previous switches to hold packet flows 
through 1 - rn part of virtual calls connected 
to route n in the switch. That is, the amount 
of packet traffic to outgoing route n is reduced 
from an to an I = rnan (0 < rn < 1) with the first 
stage control. When the queue length, continu
ing to grow further under the first stage con
trol, reaches threshold In the second stage 
control is activated. The packet flows from the 
rest of rn part of virtual calls are also re
stricted with the second stage control. When 
queue length in decreases to be less than the 
threshold, In or tn, the respective control is 
removed. The virtual calls which are the object 
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Fig. 1. Queueing model of a gateway switch. 

of the first stage control can be chosen either 
randomly or according to priorities if they are 
given to each virtual call. 

It is to be noted that queues are not necessari
ly formed for each outgoing route by some buffer 
management schemes actually employed in switches. 
However, the systems in which the number of 
packets for each outgoing route existing in the 
switch is always counted can be reduced to the 
model shown in Fig. 1. When we design the amount 
of buffers for a switch actually, several buffers 
to accommodate packets belonging to virtual calls 
flows of \<lhich are restricted by flow controls 
or congestion controls dispatched by other 
switches are also necessary to be considered in 
addition to M buffers described above. The 
occupation of buffers by such packets is rather 
deterministic and necessary amount of buffers can 
be determined separately. 

4. TRAFFIC ANALYSIS 

The state probabilities of the system under the 
congestion control is obtained first in this 
section. Then the parameters, which are neces
sary to evaluate the performance of the conges
tion control technique such as throughputs, 
buffer overflow probabilities and average packet 
queue lengths, are obtained using the state 
probabilities. 

Following assumptions are made for the analysis. 

1) Packets in the switch occupy one buffer ir
respective of packet lengths. That is, 

R 
n~l in ~ M (1) 

n = l~ R (2) 

2) Packet arrival process is Poisson. Let the 
packet arrival rate to outgoing route n be de
noted vn. 
Then, 1 

{
An in ~ tn - 1 

vn = A In' = rn An , in ~ tn ( 3) 

where rn is the restriction ratio for the first 
stage control. 

3) Sn links for each route have the same trans
mission rate. Packet transmission times are 
exponentially distributed with mean value l/~n. 

The state of the queueing system can be express
ed by vector i = (il, i2, ... , iR). The state 
transition diagram is shown in Fig. 2. Let the 
state probability be denoted by p(i). Referring 
to Fig. 2, we can obtain equilibrium equations 
by the local balance method(l) ,(6) ,(7) for each 
parameter in as follows: 
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Fig. 2. State transition diagram. 

j 
v l P(i1 ,i2 ,··· ,iR) = ql#-LlP(il+l, i 2 ,··· ,iR) 

vnP (i1' : •. ,in' : •. ,;iR) ~ qrfnP (i1,· ., in +1, .• ,iR) 

v RP(11 ,1 2 ,·· ~ ,1R) = qR#-LRP(11,12'··· ,1 R+l) (4) 

where 

o ~ in ~ In - 1 

qn = { in + 1 , 
Sn , 

in ~ Sn - 1 
in ~ Sn 

(5) 

(6) 

Each equation shown in Eq. (4) can be solved in 
terms of individual parameters il ~ iR independ
ently. For example, plugging values from 0 to 
11-1 into parameter i l iteratively in the first 
equation presented in Eq. (4), we can get the 
following solutions: 

il 
P(i l ,i2 ,···,iR) = ai

l
l

! P(0,i2 ,···,i
R
), 

il-Sl 
o ~il ~ Sl (7) 

al 
P (i 1, i 2, ...• i R) , P (S 1, i 2 , ... , i R) 

S111- S1 

aliI 

Similar solutions can be obtained for parameters 
i2 ~ iRe Applying these solutions iteratively, 
we can get the explicit solution for P(i). The 
solution is, 
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where 

O~ i ~S n n 

t +l~i ~l n n n 

I R , lie = , 1f Pn (1n) 
lfX n=l 

R 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

X = { i: I in ~ M, 0 ~in ~ln' n = 1 ~ R } 
n=l 

(13) 

an = Anl#-Ln (14) 

(15) 

Let the throughputs of outgoing 
route n and the whole switch be de
noted Tn and T respectively. Then 
They are obtained as follows: 

Tn = ,I inP(i) + ,I SnP(U 
H~,p,n lf~,e,n (16) 

R 

T = I T 
n=l n 

where 

(17) 

x = {i: 0 ~in ~ Sn' X } T,P,n (18) 

(19) 

Let the buffer overflow probability be denoted 
Pov , then 

Pov= (20) 

where 
R 

Let the probabilities of the first stage control 
and the se'cond stage control for outgoing route 
n be denoted Pt n and PI n respectively. 
These probabilities are,' 

P = I P(U 
t,n ifXt,n 

where 

x ' = { i: t,n 

P = l,n 

where 

I p(i) 
ifXl,n 

Let the average packet queue length for each 
outgoing route be denoted Ln, then 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 
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5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

5.1 THE THRESHOLD FOR THE FIRST STAGE CONTROL,tn 

Numerical examples of throughputs, buffer over
flow probabilities and the first stage control 
probabilities as a function of the threshold 
value for the first stage control are shown in 
Figs. 3 ~ 6. In these calculations, the number 
of routes, R, and the amount of buffers, M, are 
2 and 30 respectively. The restriction ratios of 
the first stage control rl and r2, are both 1/2. 
The second stage control is not implemented, that 
is, the thresholds for the second stage control, 
11 and 12, are both ' 30. Figs. 3 and 4 corre
spond to a normal load situation (al=a2=0.7), 
while Figs. 5 and 6 to a situation where route 1 
is overloaded (al=1.2, a2=0.7). It is necessary 
to determine the threshold value, t n , in order 
to improve the performance under overload situa
tions as much as possible without'deteriorating 
the performance under normal load situations. 

Fig. 3 shows that the throughputs under the 
normal load situation stay almost constant so 
long as tn is not set too small. Fig. 5 gives 
the throughput characteristics under the over
load situation. Throughput Tl of the congested 
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route gets improved as tn becomes larger, while 
throughput T2 of the normal route begins deterio
rating as tn exceeds a certain value. The point 
where tn = 30 corresponds to the case where no 
controls are implemented, and the control be
comes more effective as tn becomes smaller. Fig. 
5 shows, therefore, that appropriate controls 
improve the throughput of the normal route by 
limiting the throughput of the congested route 
and lead to better overall throughput character
istics of the switch. 

Figs. 4 and 6 illustrate quantitative tradeoffs 
between buffer overflow probabilities and the 
first stage control probabilities. Both buffer 
overflows and controls lead to reduction in 
throughputs, however, the difference between 
them is that, the former has an effect on the 
throughputs of all the routes, while the latter 
only on the throughput of the specific route. 
''1hen tl and t2 are small, Pov is small while 
Pt,l and Pt,2 are large. This is because packet 
flows are restricted by the first stage control 
before buffer overflows occur. When tl and t2 
are large, on the other hand, Pov is large while 
Pt 1 and Pt 2 are smaller. This shows that the 
first stage'control is no more effective enough 
to prevent buffer overflows from occurring 
frequently. 
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5.2 EFFECT OF THE CONGESTION 
CONTROL TO BALANCED OVER
LOADS 

7" " 

Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate the 
performance of the congestion 
control technique as a function 
of the offered traffic under the 
condition that al=a2. The 
threshold values of the first 
stage control for both outgoing 
routes are 20, i.e. tl=t2=20. 
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When the loads are balanced, it 
is unlikely that the situation 
where the packets to the speci
fic route occupy most of the 
buffers occurs. Hence it seems 
that we cannot expect the im
provements of the traffic 
characteristics under balanced 
overload situations. As a 
matter of fact, however, as Fig. 
7 illustrates, there is improve
ment of throughputs in this case 
too. This is because the loads 
to individual outgoing routes 
qre unbalanced on short time 
basis even if average loads are 
balanced. 
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5.3 EFFECT OF THE CONGESTION 
CONTROL TO UNBALANCED 
OVERLOADS 

Figs. 9 ~ 11 show the numerical 
examples where the amount of 
traffic to outgoing route 1 
varies, while that to outgoing 
route 2 is kept constant (a2= 
0.7). Fig. 9 gives throughput 
characteristics when the second 
stage control is also imple
mented in addition to the first 
stage control. The threshold 
values of the second control for 
both outgoing routes are 26, 
i.e. 11=12=26. Fig. 11 illus
trates average packet queue 
lengths for individual outgoing 
routes including packets being 
transmitted. 

Fig. 9 illustrates that the 
throughput for normal route 2, 
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T2, begins deteriorating drastically when al ex
ceeds 1.0 in the case no congestion control is 
employed. This is caused by the fact that most 
of buffers are occupied by the packets to con
gested route 1, as Fig. 11 illustrates and 
eventually the flow of the packets to normal 
route 2 is blocked. 

The degradation of T2 does not occur until al= 
1.4 in the system with only the first stage 
control. T2 begins deteriorating gradually, 
however, for al £ 1. 4, because the amount of 
traffic under the control, which is 1/2 of the 
value without control, also becomes too large 
for al~1.4, Le. 1/2al~0.7. In the case the 

second stage control is also 
applied, the packets to outgo
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ing route 1 cannot occupy more 
than 26 buffers. Reserving at 
least 4 buffers for the packets 
to the normal outgoing route, 
the system with second stage 
control can improve perform
ances under heavily overloaded 
situations. In international 
packet switched networks, how
ever, traffic controls such as 
call blocking controls and 
routing controls are performed 
at call establishment phase, 
and overload traffic which is 
likely to occur under these 
conditions can be expected to 
be limited within certain ex
tent. Hence it seems to be 
possible- that, practically, 
the first stage controls sole
ly realize sufficiently effec
tive congestion control even 
without the second stage 
controls. 
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6. REALIZATION OF THE TECHNIQUE 

6.1 THRESHOLDS FOR ACTIVATIONS AND TERMINATIONS 
OF THE CONTROLS 

For the theoretical analysis on the congestion 
control technique in Section 4, it is assumed 
that the controls are carried out ideally and 
identical thresholds are used for both activa
tions and terminations of the controls. When 
the thresholds are the same, however, the shut
tlings of control actions between activations 
and terminations might occur. These shuttling 
phenomena cause the amount of control packet 
traffic and processing loads of switches to in
crease. In realizing the technique, therefore, 
it is necessary to establish the thresholds for 
terminations to be lower than the ones for 
activations and moderate the shuttling phenomena 
of control actions. 

Analysis on the shuttling phenomena is given in 
Appendix. Using the formula obtained in Appen
dix, the average transition times from activa
tions to terminations and from terminations to 
activations of the controls can be calculated. 
For example, when the difference between the two 
thresholds is four concerning the first stage 
controi, they are calculated to be 165 ms and 
305 ms respectively under the condition that the 
transmission rate of the outgoing link is 48 kb/ 
s, the average packet length is 800 bits, an = 
1. 2, rn = 1/2 and Sn = 1. Average packet trans
mission times are approximately 17 ms. There
fore, the average transition times are about 10 
times and 18 times as large as average packet 
transmission times. The shuttling phenomena of 
this extent can be considered to be sufficiently 
infrequent. 

6.2 MECHANISM FOR REALIZING THE CONTROLS 

As for a mechanism for flow restrictions, RNR/ 
RR packets are defined for each virtual call in 
protocol X.75. The length of these control 
packets is very short, being about 1/40 of usual 
data packet lengths. tihen RNR packets are neces
sary to be transmitted to a lot of virtual calls 
simul taneously, however, the traffic loads caused 
by these RNR packets contribute to accelerate 
the congestion conditions in the switch. This 
problem can be solved by defining C-RNR/C-RR 
(Collective RNR/Collective R~) packets \vhich are 
effective to a group of virtual calls. In order 
to realize this mechanism, a table is necessary 
to be implemented for each outgoing route in the 
switch as Fig. l2-(a) illustrates. The tables 
give for each outgoing route in the next switch 
the virtual call numbers which are the objects 
of the first stage control and the second stage 
control respectively. Fig. l2-(b) illustrates 
an example of the tables. Switches which re
ceive C-RNR/C-RR packets are required to trans
fer the controls to the previous .switches by 
transmitting RNR/RR packets individually to all 
the virtual calls to be controlled. Generally, 

Switch A Switch B 
Physical links Route 

~ 
CL -C-RNR, C-RR 2 

Tables Virtual calls CL 
for congestion 

3 
control CL 

(a) Implementation of the tables. 

the number of virtual calls to be controlled 
simultaneously in these switches is much smaller 
than that in the s~itch where the congestion con
dition is detected. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

A congestion control technique for international 
packet switched networks, which strengthens 
packet flow restrictions gradually depending 
upon the queue lengths to individual outgoing 
routes in a switch is proposed in this paper. 
Fundamental traffic characteristics are analyzed 
theoretically and some problems in realizing the 
technique are also discussed. State probabili
ties of the switch under the congestion control 
are obtained analytically first. Using the 
probabilities, equations which give values of 
important parameters to evaluate the performance 
of the technique such as throughputs, buffer 
overflow probabilities and average packet queue 
lengths are derived. The effectiveness of the 
proposed congestion control technique is demon
strated by several numerical examples. 

It is shown by the traffic analysis that full 
scale controls to all the virtual calls in con
gested outgoing routes are not necessary, and 
only first stage controls are enough in order to 
cope with overload levels which are expected to 
occur actually. For the object of the first 
stage controls, virtual calls with low priori
ties can be chosen. By making the unit of 
simultaneous controls small with first stage 
controls, the frequency of the repetitions be
tween activations and terminations of the 
controls under overload situations become con
siderably low. 

In this paper the analysis is done under the 
assumption that there is no delay from the dis
patch of the controls until they are actually 
effected. However, when there are long delay 
links such as satellite links, packet arrivals 
continue through the virtual calls to be con
trolled for some time after the dispatch of the 
controls. The congestion control technique can 
be applied for these situations by implementing 
extra buffers enough to accept those packets. 

APPENDIX 

ANALYSIS ON SHUTTLING PHENOMENA 

Here we are going to derive average transition 
times between activations and terminations of 
the first stage control theoretically. 

Behaviors of queues for each outgoing route can 
be treated independently from each other as long 
as buffer overflmvs do not occur. Let the 
threshold for the termination of the first stage 
control to outgoing route n be denoted ts,n as 
Fig. Al shows. The first stage control to out-

going route n is activated 
when the queue length reaches 

Route 1st stage 2nd stage 
threshold t n , and terminated 
when the queue length de
creases to threshold ts,n. 
Generally, 

number control control 

I 1,7, ... 2,10, . .. 
2 3, '" 8,9," • 

3 4,6," • 5,' .. 

(b) Arrangement of 
the tables. 

(AI) 

Let the difference between 
the thresholds be denoted dn . 

d = t - t n n s,n (A2) 

Fig. 12. Realization of C-RNR/C-RR mechanism. 

During the transition period 
between the two thresholds, 
the queue length does not be
come zero. Therefore, the 
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Fig. Al. Thresholds for activating and 
terminating the first stage 
control. 

dn 

Time elapsed since the removal 
of flow suppression 

Fig. A2. Behavior of a queue which becomes 
dn for the first time at time t. 

departure rate of packets to outgoing route n is 
always SnJ.'n' 

We derive the average transition time from the 
termination to the activation of the first stage 
control first. Let the probability that the 
queue length reacheS the threshold tn for the 
first time at time t since the previous termina
tion be denoted qdn(t)dt. Let interval t be 
divided into N very short intervals ~t's. 
That is, 

t = N ~t (A3) 

Let the numbers of packet arrivals and depar
tures during interval t be denoted ja and jd 
respectively. Fig. A2 shows a queue behavior, 
where the queue length becomes dn over ts,n for 
the first time at time t. The queue growth 
during interval t is dn . 
Therefore, 

ja = jd + dn (A4) 

Interval ~t is chosen so short that only one 
arrival or departure of a packet can possibly 
occur during ~ . In Fig. A2, the queue moves 
upward by one during ja intervals and downward 
during jd intervals. Hence the queue must move 
horizontal (stay at the same level) during the 
rest N-ja-jd intervals. The probabilities of 
moving upward, downward and horizontal during 
each interval ~t are An~t, SnPn~t and l-An~t
SnPnc± respectively. The probability that one 
event as shown in Fig. A2 occurs is, therefore, 

ja jd N-j -jd 
(An~t) (SnJ.'n6t) (l-An~t-SnJ.'~t) a (AS) 

In order to be dn for the first time at t, the 
queue must move upward during the last interval 
~t. Therefore, the queue can move horizontal 
N-ja-jd times during N-l intervals excluding the 
last interval. The number of combinations of 
N-ja-jd horizontal movements is, 

(A6) 

ITC-9 

The number of combinations where the queue be
comes dn for the first time at (ja+jd)th movement 
under the condition that it moves ja times upward 
and jd times downward can be obtained from the 
random walk theory as follows: 

(A7) 

Combining terms (AS), (A6) and (A7) , the proba
bility that the queue growth becomes dn for the 
first time at time t under the condition that 
there are ja arrivals and jd departures during 
interval t can be obtained. Let the probability 
be denoted qja,jd(t)dt. 
Then, 

, ja-jd (ja+jd)( N-l ) 
qja,jd(t)dt = 1

t
:: ja+jd ja ~N-ja-jd 

.(An~t)ja(snJ.'n6t)jd 

N-ja-jd 
• (l-An~t-SnJ.'n~t) 

lim (N-l)! ~tja+jd 
~t-+o (N-ja -jd) ! 

(AB) 

(A9) 

Using Eq. (A9) , qja,jd(t)dt can be simplified as 
follows: 

q, ' d(t) dt )a, ) 

Considering Eq. (A4) , probability qdn(t)dt can 
be obtained by summing qj.a jd (t) dt for all pos-
sible values of jd. ' 

00 

q (t)dt= I q)'a,)'d(t)dt 
dn jd=O 

I dn A jd+dn 
jd=O jd! (jd+dn )! n 

( ) 
jd 2jd+dn -l 

. SnJ.'n t 

.e-(An+SnJ.'n)tdt (All) 

Let the probability that the queue reaches 
threshold tn starting from threshold ts,n at 
least once be denoted qu(dn ) . 
Then, 
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(A12) 

When dn ~ 2 , 

(A13) 

Let the average transition time from the termina
tion to the activation of the first stage control 
be denoted Du{dn) . 
Du{dn) can be derived as follows: 

The average transition time from the activation 
to the termination of the first stage control 
can also be derived similarly. Let the average 
transition time and the probability that the 
queue reaches threshold ts,n starting from 
threshold tn at least once be denoted Dd{dn ) and 
qd{dn ) respectively. 
Then, 

00 

:E 
ja=O ja! (ja+dn) ! 

2 ' +d 
(A'n+Snl-'n) Ja n 

00 

:E 

d n dn{Snl-'n) 

ja=O ja! (ja+dn) ! 

A Numerical Example: 

(A15) 

(A16) 

Let the transmission rate of the link be 48 kb/s 
and average packet length be 800 bits. 
Then, 

"'n 
48000 

800 60 

Let other parameters be, 
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1.2 

1 

2 

i.e. 72 

i.e. A' n = 36 

1 

4 

Applying Eqs. (A14) and (A16) , we can obtain 

DU (4) 

Dd(4) 

0.305 

0.165 
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